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Positive Natural Selection in the
Human Lineage
P. C. Sabeti,1,2* S. F. Schaffner,1*† B. Fry,1 J. Lohmueller,1,3 P. Varilly,1 O. Shamovsky,1
A. Palma,1 T. S. Mikkelsen,1 D. Altshuler,1,4,5 E. S. Lander1,6,7,8
Positive natural selection is the force that drives the increase in prevalence of advantageous traits,
and it has played a central role in our development as a species. Until recently, the study of natural
selection in humans has largely been restricted to comparing individual candidate genes to
theoretical expectations. The advent of genome-wide sequence and polymorphism data brings
fundamental new tools to the study of natural selection. It is now possible to identify new
candidates for selection and to reevaluate previous claims by comparison with empirical
distributions of DNA sequence variation across the human genome and among populations. The
flood of data and analytical methods, however, raises many new challenges. Here, we review
approaches to detect positive natural selection, describe results from recent analyses of genomewide data, and discuss the prospects and challenges ahead as we expand our understanding of the
role of natural selection in shaping the human genome.
omo sapiens, like all species, has
been shaped by positive natural selection. As first articulated by Darwin
and Wallace in 1858, positive selection is the
principle that beneficial traits—those that make
it more likely that their carriers will survive and
reproduce—tend to become more frequent in
populations over time (1). In the case of humans, these beneficial traits likely included
bipedalism, speech, resistance to infectious diseases, and other adaptations to new and diverse
environments. Understanding the traits (and
genes underlying them) that have undergone
positive selection during human evolution can
provide insight into the events that have shaped
our species, as well as into the diseases that
continue to plague us today.
Until very recently, the only practical way
to identify cases of positive selection in humans was to examine individual candidate genes.
Allison noted in 1954 that the geographical
distribution of sickle cell disease was limited
to Africa and correlated with malaria endemicity (2); this observation led to the identification
of the sickle cell mutation in the Hemoglobin-B
gene (HBB) as having been the target of selection for malaria resistance (3, 4). Since then,
approximately 90 different loci have been pro-
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posed as possible targets for selection (table S1
provides a review of this literature).
Some of the proposed candidates for selection, like HBB, have strong support in the
form of a functional mutation with an identified
phenotypic effect that is a likely target of selection. In the case of HBB, the selected mutation creates a glutamate to valine amino acid
change, but the target of selection need not be
in the protein-coding region of a gene. For
example, the Duffy antigen (FY) gene encodes
a membrane protein used by the Plasmodium
vivax malaria parasite to enter red blood cells.
A mutation in the promoter of FY that disrupts
protein expression confers protection against
P. vivax malaria and was proposed to be selected for in regions of Africa where P. vivax
malaria has been endemic (5). Another example
is a mutation in a regulatory region near the
gene for lactase (LCT ) that allows lactose tolerance to persist into adulthood. This particular
variant was apparently selected in parts of
Europe after the domestication of cattle (6).
Often, however, the functional target of selection is not known. In some cases, candidate
genes gain support because they lie in functional pathways, such as spermatogenesis and
the immune response, that are known to be frequent targets for selection in other species. One
example is protamine 1 (PRM1), a sperm-specific
protein that compacts sperm DNA (7, 8). Such
cases, however, are the exception. Most proposed candidates lack compelling biological
support. Rather, the argument for selection has
relied solely on comparative and population
genetic evidence.
Despite its great potential to illuminate new
biological mechanisms, identification of selected loci by genetic evidence alone is fraught
with methodological challenges. Studies based
on comparisons between species suffer from
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limited power to detect individual incidents of
selection, whereas studies based on human
genetic variation have suffered from difficulties
with assessing statistical significance. The evidence for positive selection has traditionally
been evaluated by comparison with expectations under standard population genetic models,
but the model parameters (especially those relating to population history) have been poorly
constrained by available data, leading to large
uncertainties in model predictions. One solution
would be to assess significance by comparing
empirical results from different studies, but
this has been challenging because of the varied
statistical tests, sizes of genomic region, and
population samples used (see table S2 for
examples).
The advent of whole-genome sequencing
and increasingly complete surveys of genetic
variation represent a turning point in the study
of positive selection in humans. With these advances, humans can now join model organisms
such as Drosophila (9) at the forefront of evolutionary studies. Newly available tools allow
systematic survey of the genome to find the
strongest candidate loci for natural selection, as
well as to reevaluate previously proposed candidate genes, in comparison with genetic variation in the genome as a whole (the genome-wide
empirical distribution). Although they permit us
to make progress even while working out remaining theoretical issues, they also bring analytical challenges of their own, because they
represent imperfect samples of genetic variation.
Here, we review genetic methods for detecting natural selection, discuss initial results
about positive selection based on recent wholegenome analyses, and outline the potential and
the challenges ahead in going from candidates of selection to proven examples of adaptive evolution.
Methods for Detecting Selection
When alleles (genetic variations) under positive
selection increase in prevalence in a population,
they leave distinctive ‘‘signatures,’’ or patterns
of genetic variation, in DNA sequence. These
signatures can be identified by comparison with
the background distribution of genetic variation
in humans, which is generally argued to evolve
largely under neutrality (10). This is in accord
with the neutral theory, which proposes that
most observed genetic variation, both within
and between species, is neutral (i.e., has no effect on an individual’s fitness), so that its population prevalence changes over time by chance
alone (so-called ‘‘genetic drift’’) (11). A great
challenge for population genetics–based signatures (sections ii to v below) is determining
whether a signature is due to selection or to the
confounding effects of population demographic
history, such as bottlenecks (periods of reduced
population size), expansions, and subdivided
populations.
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Many specific statistical tests have been pro- detect only ongoing or recurrent selection. In of low overall diversity, with an excess of
posed to detect positive selection (table S3 practice, when the human genome is surveyed rare alleles.
Unlike excess functional changes, which
provides a review), but they are all based broad- in this manner, few individual genes will give
ly on five signatures. Below, we describe the statistically significant signals, after correction involve differences between species, selective
nature of each signature, an estimate of the win- for the large number of genes tested. However, sweeps are detected in genetic variation withdow of evolutionary time in which it can be used the signature can readily be used to detect in a species. The most common type of variant
to detect moderately strong selection in humans positive selection across sets of multiple genes used is the single-nucleotide polymorphism
(Fig. 1), and its strengths and weaknesses in (25). For example, genes involved in gameto- (SNP). As an example, Akey et al. identified a
human studies. Several excellent reviews (12–18) genesis clearly stand out as a class having a 115-kb region containing four genes including
provide more information, as well as background high proportion of nonsynonymous substitu- the Kell blood antigen, which showed an
overall reduction in diversity and more rare
on coalescent modeling and on other types of tions (25–27).
(ii) Reduction in genetic diversity (age alleles in Europeans than expected under
selection (e.g., purifying selection and balancing selection). It should be noted that many G250,000 years). As an allele increases in pop- neutrality (Fig. 3) (28). Statistical tests commonly used to detect this signal
instances of selection are likely
include Tajima’s D, the Hudsonnot detectable by any currently
Proportion of functional changes
Kreitman-Aguadé (HKA) test, and
proposed method—for example, if
Fu and Li’s D* (29–32).
the selective advantage is too small
Heterozygosity/rare alleles
Reduction in genetic diversity
or selection acts on an allele that is
High frequency derived alleles
can be particularly useful because
already at an appreciable frequency
it persists longer than other popuin the population (19).
Population differences
lation genetic signatures. The char(i) High proportion of functionacteristic time for new mutations
altering mutations (age, many milLength of haplotypes
to drift to high frequency under
lions of years). Genetic variants
neutral evolution in the human
that alter protein function are usuAfrica
population is È1 million years.
ally deleterious and are thus less
This means that statistically signiflikely to become common or reach
icant signals of selection can perfixation (i.e., 100% frequency) than
Asia
sist for several hundred thousand
are mutations that have no funcyears, long enough to encompass
tional effect on the protein (i.e.,
Europe
the origins of modern humans.
silent mutations). Positive selection
The size of the genome region
over a prolonged period, however,
affected by a sweep depends on
can increase the fixation rate of
the strength of positive selection
beneficial function-altering mutations (20, 21), and such changes Fig. 1. Time scales for the signatures of selection. The five signatures of and, thus, the speed at which the
can be measured by comparison of selection persist over varying time scales. A rough estimate is shown of selected allele reached high freDNA sequence between species. how long each is useful for detecting selection in humans. (See fig. S1 for quency. That is, rapid sweeps affect large regions. If an allele
The increase can be detected by details on how the approximate time scales were estimated).
confers a selective advantage of
comparing the rate of nonsynony1% (considered moderately strong
mous (amino acid–altering) changes
PRM1 Exon 2
selection), the modal size of the
with the rate of synonymous (si44 bp 11,341,281
Chromosome 16
11,341,324
affected genomic region has been
lent) or other presumed neutral
estimated to be roughly 600,000
changes, by comparison with the
STOP
H
R
R
C
R
P
R
Y
R
P
R
C
C R
base pairs (600 kb) (27). Such a
rate in other lineages, or by comHuman
A A T C A C A G A A G A T G T A G C G CC A G A C A T GG A C C CC G CC G T C G T GG
large size facilitates detection, alparison with intraspecies diversity.
though it also makes the subseOne extreme example of this kind
Chimp A A T C A C A G A A G A T G C A G A G T A A G A C C T GG A CGCC G CC G T C G T GG
STOP H
R
R
R
R
M
R
S
R
R
R
C
C R
quent task of identifying the causal
of signature is found in the gene
variant more difficult. Another chalPRM1, mentioned earlier, which
Fig. 2. Excess of function-altering mutations in PRM1 exon 2. The PRM1
has 13 nonsynonymous and 1 syn- gene exon 2 contains six differences between humans and chimpanzees, lenge is that the signature may be
difficult to distinguish from effects
onymous differences between hu- five of which alter amino acids (7, 8).
of demographic history, e.g., an
man and chimpanzee (7, 8) (Fig. 2).
expanding population increases the
Statistical tests commonly used to
detect this signature include the Ka/Ks test, ulation frequency, variants at nearby locations fraction of rare alleles.
(iii) High-frequency derived alleles (age
relative rate tests, and the McDonald-Kreitman on the same chromosome (linked variants)
test (20–22). Similar tests can also be applied to also rise in frequency. Such so-called ‘‘hitch- G80,000 years). Derived (that is, nonancestral)
other functional sites, such as noncoding regula- hiking’’ leads to a ‘‘selective sweep,’’ which alleles arise by new mutation, and they typtory sequences, and their development is an area alters the typical pattern of genetic variation ically have lower allele frequencies than ancesin the region. In a complete selective sweep, tral alleles (33). In a selective sweep, however,
of active research (23, 24).
This signature can be detected over a large the selected allele rises to fixation, bringing derived alleles linked to the beneficial allele
range of evolutionary time scales. Moreover, it with it closely linked variants; this eliminates can hitchhike to high frequency. Because many
focuses on the beneficial alleles themselves, diversity in the immediate vicinity and de- of these derived alleles will not reach complete
eliminating ambiguity about the target of selec- creases it in a larger region. New mutations fixation (as a result of an incomplete sweep or
tion. Its power is limited, however, because eventually restore diversity, but these appear recombination of the selected allele during the
multiple selected changes are required before a slowly (because mutation is rare) and are sweep), positive selection creates a signature of
gene will stand out against the background neu- initially at low frequency. Positive selection a region containing many high-frequency detral rate of change. It is thus typically possible to thus creates a signature consisting of a region rived alleles. A good example of this kind of
16 JUNE 2006
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signature is the 10-kb region around the Duffy 75,000 years ago (Fig. 1). As with other (1 Mb) (Fig. 6) (6), much farther than is typical
red cell antigen (FY), which has an excess of population genetic signatures, distinguishing for an allele of that frequency. This signature
high-frequency derived alleles in Africans, between genuine selection and the effect of de- can be detected with the long-range haplotype
thought to be the result of selection for resist- mographic history, especially population bottle- (LRH) test, haplotype similarity, and other
haplotype-sharing methods (42–45). Developance to P. vivax malaria (Fig. 4) (34, 35). The necks, on genetic variation can be difficult.
(v) Long haplotypes (age G30,000 years). ing such tests is an area of vigorous current
most commonly used test for derived alleles is
Under positive selection, a selected allele may investigation (46, 47).
Fay and Wu’s H (36).
Long haplotypes are useful for detecting
Tests based on derived alleles require knowl- rise in prevalence rapidly enough that recomedge of the ancestral allele. In practice, the bination does not substantially break down the partial selective sweeps, with allele frequencies
ancestral allele is inferred from the allele present association with alleles at nearby loci on the as low as È10%. Tests for this signature are
in closely related species, with the assumption ancestral chromosome. Such a collection of relatively robust to the choice of genetic markers
that mutation occurred only once at this position alleles in a chromosomal region that tend to used (ascertainment bias), an important issue in
practical applications. Another adand that it occurred after the two
vantage of this test is that it can
species diverged (36). Determina100 Kb 142,031,607
Chromosome 7
142,131,222
identify a narrow candidate region,
tion of the ancestral allele in
even a single gene. One limitation
humans is facilitated by the availaEPHB6 TRPV6
TRPV5
KEL
of the test is that long-range hapbility of the chimpanzee genome
lotypes persist for relatively short
sequence and by the growing data
periods of time, because recomfrom additional primate genomes.
bination rapidly breaks down the
The derived-alleles signature
haplotype. After 30,000 years, a
differs from the rare-allele signature
typical chromosome will have
discussed above in two important
undergone more than one crossover
ways. First, different demographic
per 100 kb, leaving fragments that
effects are potential confounders
are too short to detect. A critical
[for example, population expanissue with this kind of signature is
sion is a major confounder for
accurate control for variation in
rare-alleles tests but not for derivedrecombination rate; evidence that
alleles tests (36), whereas population subdivision is more of a Fig. 3. Low diversity and many rare alleles at the Kell blood antigen cluster. recombination rates may vary beproblem for the latter (37)]. Sec- On the basis of three different statistical tests, the 115-kb region (containing tween haplotypes is a concern (48).
ond, the signature persists for a four genes) shows evidence of a selective sweep in Europeans (28).
Genome-Wide Studies
shorter period (37) because highGenome-wide studies of positive
frequency derived alleles rapidly
selection in humans have recently
drift to or near fixation.
16 kb
7.2 kb
9.4 kb
1.6 kb
6 kb
10.8 kb
become possible because of the
(iv) Differences between popFY*O
availability of (i) a near-complete
ulations (age G50,000 to 75,000
sequence of the human genome
years). When geographically sep(49, 50), together with an increasarate populations are subject to
ing number of genome sequences
distinct environmental or cultural
for other species such as chimpressures, positive selection may
panzee (27), mouse (51), and dog
change the frequency of an allele
(52), and (ii) large catalogs of
in one population but not in anothhuman genetic variation, such as
er. Relatively large differences in
those created by the SNP conallele frequencies between popsortium (53), International Haploulations (at the selected allele itself
type Map (HapMap) Project (54),
or in surrounding variation) may
therefore signal a locus that has Fig. 4. Excess of high-frequency derived alleles at the Duffy red cell and Perlegen Sciences (55). The
undergone positive selection. For antigen (FY) gene (34). The 10-kb region near the gene has far greater current data are still limited. Addiexample, the FY*O allele at the prevalence of derived alleles (represented by red dots) than of ancestral tional closely related species are
needed, and the polymorphism data
Duffy locus is at or near fixation in alleles (represented by gray dots).
are incomplete and not fully represub-Saharan Africa but rare in other
sentative of human genetic varparts of the world, an extreme case
of population differentiation (Fig. 5) (34, 38). occur together in individuals is termed a iation. Nonetheless, the data are expanding
Similarly, the region around the LCT locus haplotype. Selective sweeps can produce a rapidly: Sequencing of macaque and orangutan
demonstrates large population differentiation distinctive signature that would not be expected is far along, and sequencing of gorilla is
between Europeans and non-Europeans, reflect- under neutral drift—namely, an allele that has beginning. The HapMap project has completed
ing strong selection for the lactase persistence both high frequency (typical of an old allele) data collection for its second phase, with a SNP
allele in Europeans (6). Commonly used statis- and long-range associations with other alleles density higher by a factor of 4 that will include
tics for population differentiation include FST (typical of a young allele). The long-range as- more than a third of all the estimated 10 to 12
sociations are seen as a long haplotype that has million common human SNPs.
and pexcess (39–41).
These data sets, although still limited, have
Population differentiation can only arise not been broken down by recombination. For
when populations are at least partially isolated example, the lactase persistence allele at the already enabled initial genome-wide empirical
reproductively. For humans, it thus pertains LCT locus lies on a haplotype that is common studies of natural selection in the human gelargely to events that occurred after the major (È77%) in Europeans but that extends largely nome. Seven large-scale studies of positive sehuman migrations out of Africa some 50,000 to undisrupted for more than 1 million base pairs lection have recently been published, including
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four surveys of amino acid–altering mutations associated genes (25), which are frequent targets (25, 26). Because power to detect selection at
in the human lineage and three surveys of hu- of selection, on the chromosome. In addition, the any single gene (as compared to categories of
man genetic diversity; more studies will like- hemizygosity of the X chromosome in males genes) is limited using this approach, false posly be in print by the time of this publication exposes recessive alleles to selective pressure, itives are a concern, but one study was able to
demonstrate that the candidate genes as a group
(46, 47). They provide a first look into the which may promote rapid evolution (57).
The great majority of genes identified in had significant evidence for selection (25).
genome-wide distribution of diversity, identify
Interestingly, of 39 previously reported canhigh-priority candidates for natural selection these studies as candidates for positive selection
without regard to previous biological hypothe- are novel, with the potential to illuminate pre- didates based on function-altering mutations,
only 4 were in the top 1% of candises, and allow us to begin to redates for selection in these genomeevaluate earlier reports. These new
wide empirical studies (table S4).
studies also reveal the challenges
These four genes encode two spermahead in extracting a coherent picrelated proteins [PRM1 and PRM2,
ture of adaptive selection in humans
with the former being the stronfrom the flood of new information.
gest candidate for selection in one of
Function-altering mutations in
the studies (25)], one antiviral enthe human lineage. Four studies
zyme (APOBEC3G), and an Rh
have examined natural selection in
blood antigen (RHCE). Of the rethe ancient human lineage by conmaining 35 genes, some had missing
sidering amino acid–altering mutaor incomplete data and a few had
tions. Each of the studies used one
10 - 50
50 - 70
weaker but suggestive evidence for
of two basic approaches: two-way
70 - 75
selection (e.g., SEMG1, VIRL1,
comparison of human and chim75 - 80
80 - 85
and SRY). However, some may
panzee orthologs (genes in multiple
85 - 90
well be false positives due to prespecies evolved from a common
90 - 95
95 - 100
viously insufficient knowledge of
ancestor) (25–27) or three-way
gene variation across the genome
comparison of human, chimpanzee,
and murid (mouse or rat) orthologs Fig. 5. Extreme population differences in FY*O allele frequency. The FY*O under neutrality.
The increasing number of ge(27, 56). The advantage of the lat- allele, which confers resistance to P. vivax malaria, is prevalent and even
ter strategy is that it can distinguish fixed in many African populations, but virtually absent outside Africa (38). nome sequences of closely related
species will greatly expand the set
between events that occurred in the
of genes that can be studied by
human or chimpanzee lineage, but
340 kb
136,598,000
Chromosome 2
136,938,000
multiple-species comparison. These
the use of a distant species for
R3HDM
UBXD2 LCT MCM6
DARS
new data should also improve
comparison limits the number of
estimates of the neutral substitution
genes that can be studied (È7000
rate (the rate at which fixed differversus 11,000 to 14,000 genes for
ences between species accumulate
the two-way comparison). One of
under neutral evolution). Humans
these studies (26) also used human
Common
and chimpanzees show an average
polymorphism data to provide adEuropean
of only 4.5 synonymous differences
ditional information about expected
Haplotype
per gene (a number often used to
rates of change in different parts of
estimate the neutral substitution
the genome.
rate); 10 times that number can be
These analyses offer prelimiexpected between human and manary insights into the evolution of
caque. The power of these studies will
various functional classes of genes.
also be increased by better ways to
In particular, they suggest that onrecognize likely functional changes.
going positive selection on humans
These could come from both a greater
has been strongest for genes related
understanding of the effect of specific
to immune response, reproduction
Common
mutations on protein structure and
(especially spermatogenesis), and
African
Haplotype
function and from a clearer undersensory perception (especially olfacstanding of the noncoding regulatory
tion). The studies are not completely
regions of the genome.
consistent with each other (e.g., of
Genetic variation within hutwo studies, using largely the same Fig. 6. Long haplotype surrounding the lactase persistence allele. The
data, one found strong evidence lactase persistence allele is prevalent (È77%) in European populations man populations. Three published
genome-wide surveys have used hufor selection in spermatogenesis- but lies on a long haplotype, suggesting that it is of recent origin (6).
man genetic variation data to study
related genes and the other did
recent selective sweeps (up to
not) (25, 56), but the overall picture
is consistent with studies in other mammals, and viously unsuspected biological mechanisms. È250,000 years ago). One of these (27) identithe results seem plausible in terms of evolu- They include several genes with testis-specific fied regions of the human genome with unusualexpression (USP26, C15orf2, and HYAL3), ly low diversity, with subsequent confirmation
tionary predictions.
The studies also found that X-linked genes several involved in immune regulation (e.g., by testing for an excess of high-frequency
are significantly overrepresented among rapidly CD58, APOBEC3F, and CD72), several tumor derived alleles. A second study (54) used the
evolving genes (25, 27). Much of the increased antigens (e.g., SAGE1 and MAGEC2), and HapMap data to examine three signatures of
selection seen on the X chromosome likely arises many more with as-yet-unknown functions selection: population differentiation, allele frefrom the larger number of sperm- and testis- (e.g., FLJ46156I, ABHD1, and LOC389458) quency spectrum, and long haplotypes. The
www.sciencemag.org
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third investigation (58) searched for regions
with rare alleles in the Perlegen data and
examined high-frequency derived alleles for
confirmation.
The three surveys used data that were not
developed primarily for the purpose of studying
selection. Thus, potential biases in the choice of
genetic markers studied (ascertainment biases)
had to be taken into account in their analyses
(59, 60). For example, the procedure for selecting SNPs in the HapMap data was biased
toward high-frequency derived alleles; the
analysis of the HapMap data therefore avoided
tests based on frequencies of derived alleles and
focused instead on tests of overall diversity.
Only subsequent work with truly unbiased data

sets will reveal how successfully these studies
succeeded in avoiding ascertainment bias.
The statistical power of these studies to
detect selective events is limited by the stillincomplete nature of current SNP catalogs and
by the limited number of individuals genotyped. Greater SNP density will permit more
complete dissection of haplotypes, with finer
granularity and increased power, particularly
for frequency-based measures (as much as
50% greater for older sweeps, simulations suggest). Genotyping of more individuals will be
essential for detecting partial sweeps at lowfrequency alleles.
Despite these limitations, the initial analyses
are striking and will fuel much additional

European Diversity vs population differentiation
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Fig. 7. The previous candidates for selection (red triangles), identified by limited empirical data, in
comparison with the newly available genome-wide empirical data sets (gray diamonds). The results
are presented here for a European sample for three signatures: diversity, population differentiation,
and long-range haplotypes. More detailed results are presented in table S4 and fig. S2.
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research. The majority of strong candidates
for selection found in these surveys were novel. These included the LARGE, ALMS1, and
SLC24A5 genes and several gene clusters that
include the genes CD36, ITGAE, FAF1, SYT1,
and GRAP2 (54). Interestingly, some highscoring regions contained no known genes at
all, which may reflect selection on noncoding
sequences (27, 54).
Also notable is that fewer than half of loci
previously identified as targets of positive selection ranked among the top candidates in the
empirical genome-wide analyses. When 81 previously proposed candidate genes were reexamined in the genome-wide data, using seven
different tests for selection, only 25 were in
the top 1% of the genome on at least one test
(Fig. 7 and table S4). For the remaining genes,
which include well-known cases like FOXP2,
G6PD, and MC1R, the genome-wide evidence
is weaker or absent.
Why have many earlier results fared poorly
in genome-wide studies? In some cases the
explanation is insufficient power, either because
of the tests employed in the new studies or because of inadequate coverage of some genomic
regions. An example of the latter effect may be
G6PD, which scores in the top 3% of loci but is
not an extreme outlier, despite having an established association with malaria resistance
(43, 61). This may be because the locus lies in a
genomic region (Xq28) with low SNP density
in HapMap data, although it may also indicate
that the locus has a relatively modest effect.
The possibility that these tests could miss some
signals is illustrated by the Duffy locus. The
role of selection there is well established, but
the genetic signal is completely invisible under
most of the tests used in the genome-wide surveys [the exception being a single-marker population differentiation test, in which the signal
is clearly observed (table S4)]. For other loci, a
signal might be missed by all of the tests (62).
Based on these genome-wide empirical
comparisons, however, some previous claims
of association may well represent false positives. That is, it is now clear that some signals
that stood out in comparison to simple population genetic models do not stand out relative to
the genome-wide distribution of diversity. For
example, haplotypes that span relatively short
distances (e.g., tens of kilobases) and long haplotypes around rare alleles (e.g., the CCR5-D32
mutation) can now be seen to be common features in the genome (47, 63, 64) and not particularly suggestive of selection. As understanding
of the genome-wide landscape improves, the
precision of these tests will undoubtedly improve
as well.
On the other hand, many of the most wellstudied and convincing cases for selection [e.g.,
LCT, HBB, FY, and the major histocompatibility complex (MHC)] are clear outliers
in the empirical distributions. Many of these are
genes already associated with adaptive evolu-
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tion, such as those involved in resistance to of the earliest successful dissections of adaptive CD36 (54). A CD36 haplotype present in Afmalaria (HBB, CD40L, FY, and newly identified evolution, demonstrates the depth of work rica and absent elsewhere showed evidence for
CD36) or other infectious diseases (MHC). This required for this pursuit. Forty years of constant recent selection by the LRH test. Closer inreinforces the notion that infectious diseases, effort, by a succession of researchers including spection showed that this haplotype contains a
and specifically malaria, have been among the Pauling, Ingram, Allison, and Perutz, were nonsense mutation (amino acid changed to a
strongest selective pressures in recent human required to unravel the association with malaria stop codon), T188G, that has been associated
history. Other previously identified candi- and the biochemical properties of the sickle cell with differential susceptibility to P. falcipadates found in the survey data included LCT mutation (2, 65, 66). Even now, there is still rum cerebral malaria (Fig. 8) (67, 68).
A somewhat harder case is the LARGE gene.
in Europeans (found by long haplotype and work to be done to understand exactly how the
A haplotype residing entirely within this gene
diversity/frequency tests), DMD and the sickle state inhibits malaria infection.
Dissecting selection at a specific locus can shows evidence for selection in West Africans,
SCA2/ALDH2 cluster (long haplotypes), and
the CYP3A4/CYP3A5 cluster, ALDH2, and im- be approached from two directions: finding a simplifying the issue of identifying the causal
DNA change with functional molecular con- gene (54). However, the associated phenotype is
munoglobulin A (diversity/frequency tests).
As with the surveys of amino acid–altering sequence or finding an association to a pheno- a mystery. The function of LARGE (it encodes a
mutations, the studies based on human genetic typic difference in the human population. The member of the N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase
variation found an excess of candidates on the first approach begins with good genetic an- gene family) is not well understood, although
X chromosome: 10 of 33 candidates in the notation of the region, including both coding a mutation in it is known to cause muscular
dystrophy. (Curiously, DMD, anHapMap-based study lie on the X
other gene with mutations causing
chromosome, which comprises onmuscular dystrophy, also shows
ly 5% of the genome. Although it
evidence for selection in the same
is prudent to withhold judgement (a
population.)
higher rate of false positives on the X
More difficult still are cases in
chromosome could arise from stronwhich a causal gene has not been
ger effects of bottlenecks, given the
identified. For example, a 0.5-Mb
smaller number of X chromosomes
region in chromosome 2q11.1 shows
than autosomes in the population), it
low diversity and an excess of rare
is plausible that this reflects a difalleles in the West African data
ferent impact of selection on the X
(54). The region contains four known
chromosome. Reassuringly, a similar
and two putative genes, with no
excess is seen in a population that has
indication as to which was responexperienced major recent bottleneck
sible for selection. A very strong
effects (Europeans) and in a populacandidate region on chromosome
tion that has not (West Africans).
4 suffers from the opposite probThe transition to using empirilem (27, 54): It contains no known
cal, rather than purely theoretical,
genes, although the region has
distributions as the basis for selectbeen associated with severe obesity
ing candidates represents real pro(69, 70). In these cases, the best
gress and lays the foundation for
prospect is to narrow the candidate
fruitful work to come. It should be
remembered, however, that the Fig. 8. Identification of functional polymorphism associated with a region and identify all the functiondemonstration that a gene is a clear signature of selection at CD36. An allele at CD36 identified to be under al changes (both coding and reguoutlier does not definitively prove selection by the LRH test (42, 53) has been associated with differential latory) contained therein.
In many cases, comparative gethat it is the target of selection. Be- susceptibility to P. falciparum cerebral malaria. An animated version of
cause we do not know the underlying the browser by B. Fry to scan the selected region for functional variations nomics and population-based association studies can be extremely
proportion of loci that have experi- is available at www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/pubs/sabeti-science2006.
helpful. For example, one of the
enced positive selection, we cannot
genes showing strong population
calculate a precise posterior probability of selection. In the end, convincing proof will and regulatory regions, and will be enhanced by differentiation in HapMap data was one of
ongoing advances in comparative genomics. unknown function, SLC24A5 (54). Independentrequire an understanding of biological function.
Depending on the kind of event under study, ly, Lamason et al. identified a mutation in the
From Candidate to Function
the functional changes might be found through Zebrafish homolog of this gene that is reTrue understanding of the role of adaptive comparisons between species, between popula- sponsible for a pigmentation phenotype (71).
evolution will require both better constrained tions, or between haplotypes. Such clues can be Guided by the two findings, the investigators
models of neutral evolution (which can be de- the basis of diverse means of biological ex- demonstrated that a human variant in the
rived in part from the same new data sets dis- perimentation. The second approach, which is gene explains roughly one-third of the variacussed here) and detailed, case-by-case analysis only possible if the selected variant is still tion in pigmentation between Europeans and
of candidate loci to identify those with biolog- polymorphic in humans, usually depends on West Africans and that the European variant
ical evidence for selection. The latter, which knowledge of the underlying biology of the had likely been a target of selection. In this
will also help inform estimates of how common region. The associated phenotype might be case, the combination of biological data from
positive selection has been in humans, is the measured in human populations (for example, a model system and genome-wide polymorreal goal, because it is the selected traits them- malaria resistance) or in cell lines (for example, phism data rapidly established a plausible
link between natural selection and a human
protein function or expression).
selves that are of the most interest.
The easier end of the spectrum of individual trait.
Identifying and understanding the traits that
The most difficult case arises when selected
have been targets of selection will be a major cases is illustrated by a candidate locus dischallenge. Consideration of HBB sickle cell, one covered among the HapMap data, the gene alleles have risen to fixation in the modern
www.sciencemag.org
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human population, so that no phenotypic variation remains. Such cases include some candidates identified by virtue of low diversity in
population genetic data, although most are
revealed by interspecies studies. Dissection of
these events, some of them crucial steps in the
development of modern H. sapiens, will require
better understanding of the biological role
played by the genes. For example, there is
suggestive genetic evidence for positive selection at the gene FOXP2 but no relevant
variation in the modern human population; the
only clue as to what the selected trait might
have been is the observation that rare mutations
in this gene lead to speech defects (72, 73).
Conclusions
The advent of genome-wide sequence and variation data has dramatically expanded approaches to identifying possible sites of natural
selection. Much work still needs to be done to
create unbiased data sets of genetic variants and
to refine analytical techniques. Still, we have
caught a first glimpse of a vast new landscape.
We now see that only a small fraction of loci
with evidence for positive selection were found
by previous approaches, suggesting that many
more examples are likely to be found in the
coming years. With an even deeper inventory of
human variation, it should soon be realistic to
generate a catalog of the human loci with signals for selection above a given threshold.
The field is expanding rapidly, as evidenced
by the continual flood of papers claiming new
regions as candidates for selection and reporting new methods for detecting selection. It will
be a challenge to interpret this new information,
working toward a coherent picture of human
evolution. A set of community standards for reporting and interpreting data will help advance
the field and are beginning to emerge. Three
key components will be (i) clear demonstration
of the utility of new statistical tests, (ii) more
rigorous demonstration of evidence for natural
selection, and (iii) the inclusion of functional
evidence for candidate loci, where possible.
First, new statistical tests will continue to be
introduced, both to improve existing methods and
to address characteristics of particular data sets
(e.g., genotype rather than sequence data). Such
methods should be evaluated by direct comparison with published methods—an obvious step,
but one too seldom taken. The power, robustness
to demographic history, and utility for varied data
sets should all be assessed by simulation studies
done under a range of demographic scenarios.
Application to empirical data, justification for
statistical thresholds, and control for multiple
testing should be clearly described.
Second, evidence for selection at new candidate loci should be evaluated both relative to
theoretical model distributions (ideally, tailored
to empirical data) and by comparison to empirical, genome-wide distributions. Good theoretical models are needed to interpret the
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significance of genome-wide outliers. Whatever
a theoretical model might suggest, however, it
is also crucial to report where a locus falls in
the empirical distribution. In cases where the
exact genome-wide distribution is not yet available for a particular test (as in the case of resequencing data), attempts should be made to
provide sufficient data for empirical comparison.
Third, genetic evidence for selection is considerably enhanced by functional evidence. This
is important because the actual extent of positive selection in the human lineage is unknown,
making it hard to define thresholds for genetic
evidence of selection. The functional evidence
might take many forms, e.g., correlation of the
selected allele with human phenotypic variation, model system, or in vitro laboratory
studies of the selected allele. The strongest evidence would include both identification of a
functional variant in humans and evidence for
the advantage that the trait provides.
The quest to identify selected traits is driven
not just by curiosity about the past but also by
concern for human health. Positive selection, in
many cases, represents a response to pathogens
or other causes of illness, or to new diet and
environmental conditions. Many of these forces
are still present today. Moreover, positive selection has wrought changes to human biology, to
which the rest of the genome may not yet have
had time to adapt. As a result, polymorphic alleles at loci that have undergone recent selection may also be good candidates for risk
factors for modern disease.
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